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A piano playing singer/songwriter, Christine Hayley's eclectic adult contemporary style is easy to listen to.

11 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mature, JAZZ: Jazz Vocals Details: Biography Christine Hayley's

eclectic songwriting crosses many genres, mixing pop/adult contemporary with hints of blues, country and

jazz. She is a versatile singer/songwriter, accompanying herself at the piano, where most of her writing

takes place. A dynamic blend of sophistication, humor and style. Her songs evoke many emotions - love,

longing, sadness and laughter. Yet, it is her limber, emotion-filled voice that many are drawn to, the way

she is able to adapt her singing style to fit the subject. She smoothly moves from a sexy jazz vocal to

groovin' blues to a country lilt to an angelic pop sound, all the while connecting with her listeners through

personal lyrics. Christine writes and performs primarily at the piano. Her debut album Gone Fishin',

produced by Emerald City Publishing and Rocco Blu Productions features stellar performances by

numerous industry veterans including Richie Cannata, Peter J. Romano, Schuyler Deale, Bernard Davis,

Scott Brown and Gerardo Velez. At live performances, Christine is backed by this all-star cast of

musicians: Richie Cannata (saxophone), best known for his musical contributions to many of Billy Joel's

hit albums, lends his phenomenal talent and energy to three of the album's tracks. Now touring with the

Beach Boys, he is also President of Cove City Sound Studios in Glen Cove, Long Island, where the

album was recorded and mixed. Peter J. Romano (electric and acoustic guitar), opened for Gloria

Gaynor's "I Will Survive Tour" in the 70's. He is joined on the album by his son, Peter L. Romano (lead

guitar). Schuyler Deale (bass), a Billy Joel alumnus, currently tours with Michael Bolton. Bernard Davis

(drums) has worked with Steve Winwood and Patti Austin. Scott Brown (keyboards/synths) also tours with

Patti Austin and has played for Jennifer Lopez on tour. Gerardo Velez (percussion) has played with Jimi

Hendrix, Spyro Gyra and Steve Winwood. Click on the Christine Hayley website link for more info.
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